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Present CSSLs are a valuable tool in systems engineering but some changes in the structure and a standardization of the language constructs would be useful.

A comparative review of the structure in recent simulation languages is carried out.

Afterwards, a language structure is proposed for the simulation of piecewise continuous systems whose aim is to provide a modular way to build-up the model as well as to ease the experimentation, validation and debugging.

Introduction

Recent years have seen intensive attempts to extend the art of mathematical modeling to an ever-expanding range of applications. This stress on modeling has been stimulated by the increased availability of interactive digital computers and special-purpose simulation languages.

A particularly significant impetus in the development of mathematical models, however, has been the tendency of virtually all the scientific fields to become more quantitative in their methodologies.

Nowadays the scientific community feels two main necessities:

1. Languages able to accurately represent continuous-discrete systems. There are two advises: Those who think that the right way is the combined system simulation languages (1) and those who advocate to define a new CSSL standard (2) for piecewise continuous system simulation languages. From the confrontation of both points of view very interesting discussions have arisen (3).

2. Languages supporting higher modularity in, at least, three aspects: the programming of the simulation study itself, allowing program blocks consistent with the division of the physical system into subsystems, and automatic building of the model by calling in submodels.

Review of the Structure in Recent Languages

In 1981 an outline proposal for a new CSSL specification to replace the 1967 SCI CSSL specification was presented (2), (3),(4).

Four years later, in order to get an insight about the trends and results we have tried to extract the main structural features of several languages from the published information at our disposal.

The simulation software systems used for this purpose have been:

-COSY (5), SYSMOD (6) pertaining to the combined systems simulation languages.

-ISIS (7), (8), ESI (9) COSMOS (10) from the group of piecewise continuous systems simulation languages.

and the structural aspects considered:

- Simulation study organization.
- Coding of the system model.
- Coding of subsystems.
- Experiment description.

- Handling of discontinuities
- Interactive features

In this approach data types, details in the syntax, compiler versus interpreter, simulation environment and other features have been neglected.

Simulation study organization

All the aforesaid languages use separate program units to describe the system and the experiment but the way in which they do it as well as the syntax change from one to another:

In some of them, the system description is explicitly called using a specific sequence while in others the call is implicit through a control statement or even without it.

In some languages the model call is within the block describing the experiment while in others the system model is built from submodels in an ad-hoc block outside the experiment.

The control statements which bracket the study are not the same and some languages use symbols.

Coding of the system model

All the studied languages, perhaps with one single exception, allow the users to build the models from submodels but they differ on structural aspects such as:

- Some of them divide the model description into two parts: a set of declaration blocks where data, procedures and processes may be declared and a specific block where the model itself is described while some others divide the model roughly into the classic regions and, if necessary, the submodels are done from the DYNAMIC region.

- The allowed regions in the model range from three (INITIAL, DYNAMIC, TERMINAL) to five by adding to the previous onset declarations and a communication region which may contain output statements or procedural code concerning calculations which need not be performed in all the steps of the dynamic region.

- The execution of the INITIAL region which contains the procedural code describing the initial conditions setting, has been extended in one case to any time rather than just "time zero".

- The discrepancies concerning the DYNAMIC region definition are larger:

- In some languages it is a non-procedural description of the differential and algebraic relationships which describes the model while in others the code has to be procedural because there is no requirement for automatic sorting of its statements.

- The concept of DERIVATIVE section within the dynamic region to separate code which is executed only during the integration from that which has to be executed only at each communication interval is advocated in the CSSL81 proposal but none of the above mentioned languages retains it.
- Isolated storage and translation of models is not possible in some of the analyzed languages, therefore, the creation of preprocessed libraries of models and submodels as recommended in the CSSLIB proposal cannot be envisaged.

- The TERMINAL region seems to be always devoted to the procedural description of the end-of-run calculations and not to perform functions concerning the simulation control flow. In some cases, however, output statements are allowed.

Other languages use it to code the invalidity conditions of the model; the post-run calculations being lumped in a specific block inside the experiment.

**Coding of subsystems**

Different blocks have been proposed and a first remark is that the bracket structure statements are misleading because some of them may have different meanings according to the different languages.

The main differences we have noticed are:

- If a model is defined as the description, using representation statements (parallel code), of a part of the system as an autonomous submodel which communicates with its environment through a list of parameters, among others the following different structure statements are used:
  - **MODEL** with invocation name in the definition and **SUBMODEL** with the same name in the calling sequence.
  - **SUBMODEL** with invocation name in the definition and just the name in the calling sequence.

The possibility of models to be preprocessed and called seems not to be a general rule.

- There is no general agreement about the inclusion in the language of the MACRO, PROCED and NOSORT pseudoblocks.

- In some languages the **MODULE** block has been defined as a modular program unit and looking for a solution recognizing that separate translation of **MODULE**s can only be achieved for a particular class of description.

It contains the same regions as the model and these are automatically transferred by the **MODULE** handler to their correct locations whenever the **MODULE** is called. It must be stored in source form. In its definition, formal parameters need no longer be separated into input and output as is the case in the **MODEL** or **SUBMODEL** block; upon usage the mapping of the actual to formal parameters is specified by explicit assignments; besides replacement of parameters it uses formula manipulation and there is no requirement for the user to resolve the issues of the unique naming of variables.

Two of the considered languages have **MODULE** blocks defined but, from the information we have, we cannot ensure that both are exactly the same or have all the above features.

- **SEGMEN**T, as opposed to **MODULE**, is defined in the CSSLIB proposal as a block describing a parallel process which constitutes one part of a partitioned system model, which communicates data with other segments only at a regular communication points.

None of the languages have implemented that block.

**Experiment Description**

The experiment description ranges from poor structures to very nice features.

- The simplest one found is a procedural control section in which it becomes possible to embed the model within another program.

- In the mid-range, two blocks are defined: a **MONITOR** describing the control signals (input signals) to the model and **OUTPUT** describing the output variables and modes.

- At the top level of the offered features, the experiment description consists of a declaration part and one or more experimental frames.

In the declaration part the initial state of the model is given, parameters may be initialized, the integration methods and output requirements are described.

Simulation FRAMES in which several simulation runs may be specified, can be defined as well as **GLOBAL FRAME**, **PRE-** and **POSTFRAME**.

A RUN block enables the user to initialize each run and a **POSTRUN** block the statements to be executed when a finish condition is met.

Moreover a **CONTINUOUS MONITOR** can be set to observe the model continuously and even to integrate a set of first order differential equations. It is to be noticed that **MONITOR** had in the preceding paragraph an absolutely different semantics and it is again a misleading control statement.

**Handling of discontinuities**

Nearly all the possibilities have been found:

- Preceded discontinuous functions offered in a library by the language. These are generally the well-known simulation operators of the CSSLIB but generating numerically well-conditioned run-time code.

- Coding subroutines **MODELS** or **MODULE**s.

- Using IF clauses with different syntax.

- Using **WHEN** statements.

- Other statements.

**Interactive features**

Little is said about interactivity but in those languages with the most advanced features, it is restricted to two phases:

- Firstly, the interruption of the program execution so as to pass control to the user, which can be achieved by inserting an **INTERACT** control statement or pressing a key in the keyboard.

- Secondly, the use of interactive commands to monitor or change variables, to change the outputs or to post-mortem graph plotting.

**A system structure**

At present, the group working on system simulation is carrying out the feasibility study of a structure and related language constructs converging with the trends on piecewise-continuous system simulation languages (11), (2), (5).

The formal design is carried out using syntax analysis tools (12), (13) and some of the objectives to be achieved are:

a) The language should manage a modularity consistent with the division of the physical system into subsystems through a minimal but sufficient number of different blocks.

b) The separation between the model description and the experiment should be done in such a way that the model remains unchanged along the experiments and ready to be used from another model (submodel) at the end of the validation and verification experiences.

c) The language should be designed in order to be easily extendable to real time applications.

d) It should be possible to build a system model in a bottom-up way relating two or more submodels from a model or submodel of higher hierarchical level.

e) Semiphysical and hardware in-the-loop simulation studies should be available.

f) Isolated pre-translating of the models as well as run-time symbolic access to the variables should be able.

**Simulation study**

It consists of two distinct blocks **EXPERIMENT** and **MODEL** whose structure guarantees the proposed objective.
Besides, sets of experiments and sets of models can be created in order to be used in later studies.

In the most general case an experiment may have three blocks:

- A **DYNAMIC SEGMENT** with the classic three regions: INITIAL, DYNAMIC and TERMINAL.

There is no difference with the dynamic segments defined in the submodels. Its aim is to allow the inclusion in the experiment of the dynamics external to the represented system but in most cases necessary for its evolution or continuous cost functions computation. In simple studies the segment can be the representation of the system but that is not at all its design objective.

In most frequent situations, one or more models will be called from the dynamic, the latter option opening the possibility of simultaneously performing the same experiment on different independent models.

- A **CONTROL SEGMENT** describing the operations to be performed between runs by means of procedural statements.

In this segment it is possible to specify experiments such as parameter sweeping, optimization or boundary condition problems whose codes are independent with respect to the dynamics and output.

- An **OUTPUT SEGMENT** clustering the output control statements. Its objective is to make explicit the variables whose evolution has to be recorded.

**Models and submodels**

They can be represented using the above described DYNAMIC segments.

The nature of the equations coded in the DYNAMIC region characterizes the nature of the submodel as continuous (lumped or distributed parameters) or sampled.

The invocation of the contributory submodels is done from the dynamic region.

In the CONTINUOUS DYNAMIC REGION two sections are possible: a DERIVATIVE section containing representation statements (parallel code) and pseudoblocks and a PROCEDURAL SECTION.

If the syntax of some representation statement corresponds to a partial differential equation, the whole model block will be considered as representing a continuous distributed parameter system.

The procedural section is intended to include the code which need not be executed in every integration step but only at each communication interval.

The SAMPLED DYNAMIC REGION is characterized by the fact that it communicates with the other dynamic regions only at fixed intervals.

Its dynamic section can be of two kinds:

- A procedural algorithm
- An interface with a hardware subsystem. This kind of dynamic section differs from all the others in two main aspects: it depends on the hardware configuration of the host computer and it requires real-time computation (14).

**Postprocessor**

Although not involved in the language structure but in the system it can be mentioned that a postprocessor is envisaged in order to individually or cross analyze the results obtained in different studies.

**Conclusions**

CSSS I proposals do not in themselves constitute a complete specification and, evidently, the scenario four years later shows a misleading family of continuous system simulation language structures as shown in the review, the proposal in this paper being one more member thereof.

The authors feeling is that, if simulation of continuous systems is to become a popular tool, it is the right moment for the scientific community to make an effort and define a complete state-of-the-art standard for CSSS which may ensure the user program portability among its different implementations.
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